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An abstract operation of hull, in a set Y, associates. with every finite set FE Y, 
a set hull FE Y. A topolot+al space X is said to be romprcssihlr into a topological 
space Y, equipped with an operation of hull. if for every sequence (A,, ._., A,) of 
open sets covering X and every (J , , . . . . J,) E Y” there exists a continuous function 
4: X + Y such that for every x E X, 4(s) E hull ( .F, 1 .T E A, I. 
The concept of compressibility is extremely useful when dealing with problems of 
the existence of fixed points, continuous selections, or with KKM-Property. The 
obtained results generalize several known theorems: they also provide a broad 
range of new original results. ( 1991 Academic Prcu. Inc 
The concept that is introduced in the present paper is mainly of 
topological nature although it also involves an abstract operation of 
convex hull. Formally, we define the notion of compressibility of one 
topological space into another, which is additionally equipped with an 
abstract operation of convex hull. Many important applications only 
involve the case of a topological space compressible into itself. 
We first study the most elementary properties of this concept and we 
give examples which cover, as special cases, convex sets in topological 
vector spaces, metric trees as well as topological spaces admitting a 
connecting function. 
The concept of compressibility imitates those properties of the pairs of 
spaces which mainly intervene in the proofs of the results concerning the 
existence of fixed points of certain mappings, the existence of continuous 
selections, the Knaster---Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz Property as well as 
some other properties. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that, using the notion of compressibility, 
we are able to generalize several known results in these areas; in turn, those 
generalizations induce several new interesting results. 
The main advantage of the Compressibility Property is its importance 
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for proving the results infering the Kakutani Property (i.e., Fixed Point 
Property of certain correspondences) of a space from its usual Fixed Point 
Property (i.e., concerning only single-valued functions). 
As a consequence, we obtain the results concerning the existence of fixed 
points for relations which are factorizable by some simpler relations (upper 
semi-continuous with sections in some special classes of sets). 
Alternative approaches to some of the problems considered in this paper 
are also known in the literature, [e.g., 1, 9, 10, 12, 14, 151; some ideas in 
Section III generalize those of Lassonde [ 111. 
I. THE CONCEPT OF COMPRESSIBILITY. EXAMPLES 
The operation of hull in a set Y is an operation which associates, with 
every finite set F s Y, a set hull F c Y. We say that a set C& Y is convex 
(w.r.t. this operation) if hull FG C for every finite set FG C. 
A very important special case of an operation of hull is the following: Let 
c be a connecting function in a set Y, i.e., let c: [O; 1 ] x Y x Y + Y be such 
that 
c(l,Y,Y’)=c(o,Y’,Y)=c(a,y,Y)=y 
holds for all y, y’ E Y and x E [O; 1 J (cf. [3, 83 ). 
Given such c, the hufl of a (not necessarily finite) set FG Y is defined as 
hullF:= n {CS YIFsCandforeveryy,y’EC 
and a E [O; 11, c(x, y, v’) E CI. 
This operation of hull will be referred to as generated by c. Obviously, 
the convex sets are here exactly those Cc Y which satisfy the condition 
for every y, y’ E C and a E [O; 11, c(a, y, y’) E C. 
We say that a topological space X is compressible (resp. n-compressible, 
for n being a positive integer) into a topological space Y (w.r.t. an opera- 
tion of hull in Y) if for every finite family .d of open sets (resp. of order 
<n) covering X and every system (yA 1 A E d) of elements of Y there 
exists a continuous function 4: X -+ Y such that for every XE X, 
&x)Ehull{yJxEA}. 
The next concept is related to simplicial convexities of Bielawski [ 11: We 
say that an operation of hull in a topological space Y is subsimplicial (resp. 
n-subsimplicial, for n being a positive integer) if for every finite sequence c 
of elements of Y there exists a family of continuous functions, indexed by 
subsequences T = (y, , . . . . y,)ofa(resp.oflengthm,<n),(//,:d,.,+Y(d, 
denotes, as usual, the k-dimensional standard simplex) such that for every 
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UEA , <i; ;.d~;(~)EEdhu~~{Yil a, > 0} and such that for every T  = (,r, , . . . . J,,,). 
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Il/,(a)=ljl,,. I.... y,-I.v,+I. ..,.“,(U,3...,U, Iru,+l9’..9~,,)~ 
whenever a, = 0. 
1. Remark. A normal topological space is compressible (resp. n-com- 
pressible) into every topological space equipped with a subsimplicial (resp. 
n-subsimplicial) operation of hull. 
We have the following: 
2. THEOREM. Let the operation of hull in a set Y he generated hi, 
connecting function c. For every 13 1 and every y, , . . . . J, E Y there exists u 
function I/I: A, , + Y such that for every a E A, , , +(a) E hull ( y, (a, > O}. 
In particular, if‘ Y is u topological space nlhile c is continuous then the 
generuted operation of hull is suhsimpliciul. 
Proof: The theorem is obviously true for I = 1; suppose it is true for 
I = k - 1 and now assume that 1= k. Take any sequence (~9,. . . . . yk ) E Y’. 
Let tik. , : A, . z + Y be as in the definition of (k - I)-subsimplexity 
associated with the sequence (y,, . . . . yk _ , ). Now define the function 
$:A, ,+Yby 
$(u) := 
41 -uk,$k ,(~,/(~-4)....,q ,/(I -ua)L.Yk) ifu, # I. 
I’n 
otherwise. 
This function is as required in the formulation of the theorem which is 
a matter of immediate verification. 1 
Let us now mention a few examples of the operations of hull in topologi- 
cal spaces which are generated by continuous connecting functions: 
(A) Obviously, the usual operation of hull in a convex subset of 
a topological vector space is generated by the continuous connecting 
function c(r, y, y’ ) : = rxy + ( I - a) y’. 
(B) Let Y be a connected tree-like spuce (i.e., a connected and locally 
connected space in which for every distinct y, y’ E Y there exists XE Y such 
that y and y’ belong to different connected components of Y\, (x}). In this 
case, the operation of hull defined by 
hullF:=n {Cc_ YICisconnectedand F&C] 
is generated by a continuous connecting function (this follows from a result 
of PI). 
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(C) Certainly, there are many examples which do not fall into the 
framework of examples (A) or (B). Just to give the reader an idea, we 
present a very simple one. 
Write Y,:= [O;l]x[O;1],Y2:= {O}x[-l;O], Y:= Y,uY, and 
define (co denotes the usual convex hull): 
hull F:= 
{ 
co F whenever Fs Y, or Fc Y,, 
co(V-n Y,)u {(O,O)l) uco(V’n Y,)u ((OJN)) otherwise. 
This operation of hull is generated by the following connecting function 
ccy+(l -a)y’ if y, y’ E Y, or y, y’ E Y2, 
c(a, y, $1 : = 
the unique element of Y dividing the path 
[y, (0, 0)] u [(O, 0), y’] in proportions r: (1 -a), 
otherwise. 
II. COMPRESSIBILITY AND COINCIDENCE PROPERTIES 
OF RELATIONS 
An operation of hull defined in a topological space Y is said to be stable 
if, for every compact convex set Kc Y and every open set G 2 K there 
exists an open set G 2 G’ 2 K such that for every finite set FS G’, 
hull FE G. 
3. THEOREM. Let X be a compact space and let a regular space Y he 
equipped with a stable operation of hull. Assume that either (a) or (b) holds: 
(a) there is a positive integer n such that X is n-dimensional (in the 
tech-Lebesgue sense) and n-compressible into Y; 
(b) X is compressible into Y. 
For any upper semi-continuous relation A G Xx Y (i) implies (ii): 
(i) for every continuous function f: X-+ Y, f(x,,)E A(x,) for some 
X,EX; 
(ii) for every upper semi-continuous relation CD s Xx Y with nonempty 
compact convex sections Q(x), @(x0) n A(x,) # 52/ for some x0 E X. 
Proof Choose @. For any entourage of the diagonal, ES Xx X, let a 
sequence of open sets (A:, . . . . Ai&) be a covering of X, finer than E (in case 
(a) assume that this covering is of order <n). For i= 1, . . . . nE, choose 
yi~@[Aj] and let 4”: X + Y be as in the definition of n-compressibility 
(compressibility). By (i), there exists .PE X such that d”(x&) E A(x”). 
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Let x” be a cluster point of the net (x”). Choose any neighborhood G 
of @(.x0); by the regularity of Y, it suffices to prove that G n d(x”) # 0 (cf. 
[S, p. 1691). Let G’ with @(x’)~ G’c G be as in the definition of stability. 
By the upper semi-continuity of 0, there exists a neighborhood U of x0 
such that @[ U] & G’. Let Fc_ Xx X be an entourage such that 
(F. F)(x’) c CJ; then all elements of the corresponding covering 
(Af‘, . . . . A:,) which contain ?, are included in U. Then, for any A: with 
X”‘E Af‘, @[A:] c_G’, hence q%‘(x’)~G; thus d(x’)nG# 0. Since A is 
upper semi-continuous, we have A(.u’) n G # 0. 1 
Obviously, assuming X = Y, we can easily establish that the Glicksberg 
Ky Fan [6, 73 Fixed Point Theorem as well as the Wallace [ 133 Theorem 
(concerning fixed points of upper semi-continuous connected-valued 
relations in trees) are special cases of Theorem 3. 
IILKAKUTANI PROPERTY OF FACTORIZABLE RELATIONS 
Say that a relation F is factorizable in classes of relations x’ and Y, 
shortly (.f, V)-factorizable, if F has the form K, . K, L, for some 
K , , . . . . K,, E .x‘ and L E Y. 
4. LEMMA. Let X be a topological space, let 27 be a cluss of topological 
spaces, let 52 und 2’ be classes of relations R G X x Y, with YE ?/ and let $ 
he a ciuss of relations KC Y, x Y2 with Y, , Y, E 8. Assume: 
(a) for every KC .w‘, K E Y, x Y, und ever!* continuous ,function 
,1‘: x-t Y,, IcfE Y; 
(b) for every DEB, KE.~ with DSXX Y, Kr Y’x Y, also 
K ‘DE9;und 
(c) let DE 8, D E Xx Y. If for every continuous .function f: X -+ Y 
there exists x0 with f (x0) E D(x,,) then for every L E Y, L c_ Xx Y, there 
e.uists x, with L(x, ) n D(x, ) # 0. 
Then, for every Do E 2, Do G X x Y, iffor every continuousfunction f: X + Y 
there exists x0 with f (x0) E D,(x,) then for every (27, 9)-factorizable rela- 
tion F c Xx Y there exists x0 with F(x,) n D,(.r,,) # 0. 
Proof Easy inductive. 1 
5. THEOREM. Let X be a compact space and, for i= 1, . . . . m, let Y, be a 
regulur space equipped with u stable operation of hull. Let (I relation 
@&Xx Y, have the form @=a,,,. ... .a,, where @,cXX Y,, and, for 
i = 2, . . . . m, @,c_ Y, , x Y, are upper semi-continuous and have nonemptj. 
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compact convex sections Gi(yi) while the relations al, . . . . O,, have upper 
semi-continuous inverses. 
Let A G XX Y,,, be upper semi-continuous. 
If, for every continuousfunction 4: X + Y,,, #(x0) E A(x,) for some x0 E X 
then @(xl) n A(x’) # 0 for some x‘ E X, provided that either (a) or (b) 
holds: 
(a) for some n> 1, X is n-dimensional (in the sense of 
tech-Lebesgue), n-compressible into each space Y,; 
(b) X is compressible into each space Yi. 
Proof Actually, Theorem 3 establishes a one-step procedure which is 
now being extended to the case of several steps by means of Lemma 4 with 
9 taken as the class of all regular spaces, 9 taken as the class of all upper 
semi-continuous relations, 9 taken as the class of all upper semi- 
continuous relations with nonempty compact convex (w.r.t. some operation 
of hull) sections, and %” taken as the class of all upper semi-continuous 
relations with nonempty compact convex (w.r.t. some operation of hull) 
sections and upper semi-continuous inverses. fl 
Taking Y, =X in Theorem 5 we obtain the following: 
6. COROLLARY. Let X be a compact space with the Fixed Point Property 
and assume that a relation @ G Xx X has the form @ = CD,, . . . . . @, , where 
QiGYi. ,xY,,fori=2 ,..., m- 1, while CD, E Xx Y,, (with Y,, . . . . Y,=X 
being regular spaces equipped with stable operations of hull) ure upper 
semi-continuous and have nonempty compact convex sections @, (y,) while 
Q2, . . . . a,,, have upper semi-continuous inverses. 
There exists x0 E X such that x0 E @(x0) provided that either (a) or (b 
holds: 
) (a) for some n 3 1, X is n-dimensional (in the tech-Lebesgue sense 
and n-compressible into each space Yi (including itself); 
(b) X is compressible into each space Yj (including itself ). 
In [IS] Wieczorek received results (Theorem 3) concerning the Fixed 
Point Property of spaces with abstract convexity. 
These results combined with Corollary 6 above yield a theorem stating 
conditions (not related to any assumptions on the Fixed Point Property of 
the involved spaces) guaranteeing the existence of fixed points for 
appropriately factorizable relations. We shall not perform this operation 
here because it is quite automatic and it can be easily done by an interested 
reader. However, it may be of interest to formulate a special case of this 
result, applied to spaces with operations of hull generated by a continuous 
connecting function. 
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Say that an operation of hull in a topological space is nornraf if for every 
closed convex set C and open set G 2 C there exists a closed convex set C’ 
such that Cc_ Int C’ c C’ E G. 
In connection with Theorem 7 below we should note that it is known (cf. 
[ 15, Proposition 161) that in a compact metric space (X, r), an operation 
of hull generated by a continuous connecting function is normal whenever. 
for instance, the following condition holds: 
for every J, j-‘, .r, .y’ E X, and I: > 0 such that r( I; ,:‘) < f: and 
T(,L .u’) <E and every r E [O; 1 ] there exists /I E [O; I] such that 
r((.(x y, x), c(/?, )“, x’)) f I:. 
Thus we have: 
7. THEOREM. Let X be a nonempty compuct space and ussume that (I 
relation Q, c Xx X is Jhcrorizuble @ = CD,,, . . @, , where @, c Y, , x Y,. 
.for i = 2, . . . . m, while @, c Xx Y, (we assume Y,,, = X) so thut 
(a) for i= 1, . . . . m, Y, is a regular topological space eyuipped with II 
convexit) generated by a continuous connecting function c,; 
(b) all operutions of hull (generuted by the respective connecting 
,functions) ure normul; 
(c) for ever]’ y, y’, x, x’ E X, 0 <a < I and 0 <B, /I’ < I there exists 
0 < ;’ < 1 such thut 
(.,,,(;‘, c,,,(B, y. x), c,,,(B’, y’, x’))E hulI{c,,,(~, y, $1, .x-,x’); 
(d) ull the relations @, ure upper semi-continuous und have nonemprj* 
compuct convex sections 0,( ~7,); and 
(e) for i= 2, . . . . m, the relations @, have upper semi-continuous 
inverses @ ,- ’ . 
Then there exists x0 such that x0 E a(~,,). 
IV. COMPRESSIBILITY AND CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS 
Given a relation @ E Xx Y, its selection is any function 4: X + Y such 
that &X)E @J(X) whenever Q(x) is nonempty. If Y is equipped with an 
operation of hull then, for DE X x Y, @* denotes a relation in Xx Y 
defined by @* : = {(x, y)I y E hull F for some finite FE G(x)}. 
8. THEOREM. Let X he a compact space compressible into a topologktl 
space Y, eyuipped \cith un operation qf hull. Then for every relation 
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@S Xx Y with nonempty sections G(x) and open fibers 0 ‘( y), @* admits 
a continuous selection. 
Proof: Since X is compact, the open cover (0 ‘(:)I JJE Y} of X has a 
finite subcover (0 ‘(y,), . . . . @-‘(y,)}. Let f: X+ Y be a continuous 
function such that f(x) E hull { yi I ?5 E @ ‘(y,)} for every x E X. Since 
hull{ L’,(XE @- ‘(y,)} = hull{ yi( yip 0(x)} E D*(x), 
we have f(x) E a(x). 1 
From Theorem (8) we immediately infer: 
9. COROLLARY. Let X be a compact space compressible into a topological 
space Y, equipped with an operation of hull and let A c_ Xx Y. Then (i) 
implies (ii): 
(i) ,for every continuous function f :  X-t Y, f‘(xo)E A(x,) for some 
X,EX; 
(ii) for every relation @G X x Y with nonempty sections a(x) and 
openfibers @ ‘(I’), @*(x,,)nA(xo)#@for some x,EX. 1 
V. COMPRESSIBILITY AND THE KKM-PROPERTY 
Extensions of the results concerning the KKM-Property may generally 
go in two directions: one, represented by Theorem 10 and Corollary 11 
below is more in the spirit of the approach of [ 11; the other, represented 
by Theorem 12 better corresponds to the approach of [ 111. 
Given topological spaces X and Y, Y equipped with an operation of hull, 
Cc Xx Y is a KKM-relation on a set (x,, . . . . .xn) s X w.r.t. a relation 
A E Xx Y whenever. for every y, E A(xl ), . . . . y, E A(x, ), 
hull { yl, . . . . y,,} g u { G(xi)) i= 1, . . . . n}. 
Say that G is a KKM-relation w.r.t. A if it is a KKM-relation on every finite 
set F. 
10. THEOREM. Let X and Y he topological spaces, Y being equipped with 
an operation of hull, let xl, . . . . x,EXandlet AGXX Y, GSXX Y. I f  
(a) X is n-compressible into Y; 
(b) A is upper semi-continuous; 
(c) G is a KKM-relation on F w.r.t. A; 
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(d) ,fiw ecery continuous Junction 4: X + Y there exists x0 E X such 
that 4(x”) 6 A(x,); und 
(e) .for ever) x~EX,~ (G(x,)li=l,..., n}nA(x(,)=@ implies 
G(xi) n A(x,) = $3 ,for some j; 
fhen there exi.rr.s x E X such that n { G(x,) 1 i = 1, . . . . n } n A(.?) # 0. 
In particular, (f G(x,,) is compact ,fbr .rome x,, E X then 
f-l {G(.K)I.=X} ~0. 
Prooj: Suppose that for every .r E X 
n (G(.r,)li=l,..., n}nA(.\-)=a. 
By (e), there exists then, for every XE A’, some .j such that 
G(.Xj)) n d(x) = 0. Therefore, by the upper semi-continuity of A, the sets 
X,:= {xlG(x,)nA(x)=0}, i= l,..., n, are open; obviously, they form a 
covering of X. 
Choose any y, EA(x, ), . . . . y,, E d(.u,) and let 4: A’-+ Y be associated with 
the sets A’, , . . . . X, and elements y,, . . . . y,, as in the delininition of n-com- 
pressibility. We have, for every x E X, 
C$(X)E hull {y,IG(x,)nd(x)= 0). 
Let X(,E X be such that &.uo)~d(.u,,). We have 
b(-~,~) E hull ( y, I G(x, ) n A(x,, ) = 0 ) 
G hull { y, 1 G(x,) n d(.r,,) = 0 ‘, 
and, by (c), the latest set is included in 
/J IG(.r,)lG(~i)nAd(.u,,)=0) 
c-0 (G(.~,)I~(x,)~G(.~,)J. 
a contradiction. 1 
Note that the assumption (e) is satisfied automatically, whenever A is 
single-valued. Thus we obtain a corrollary: 
1 I. COROLLARY. Let X and Y he topologirol spaces, Y being equipped 
with an operalion of hull, let x, , ..,. x,, E X and let G E Xx Y and 6 : X -+ Y. 
u 
(a) X is n-compressible into Y: 
(b ) S is continuous; 
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(c) G is a KKM-relation on {x,, . . . . x,} w.r.t. 6; and 
(d) for every continuous junction 4: X -+ Y there exists xc, E X such 
that qh) = 6(x0 1; 
then there exists x’ E X such that 6(x’) E fi { G(x;) ( i = 1, . . . . n ). 
Another obvious consequence of Theorem 10 is the following; also here 
(e) becomes redundant if A is single-valued: 
12. COROLLARY. Let X and Y be topological spaces, Y being equipped 
with an operation of hull, let A s Xx Y, G s Xx Y. If 
(a) X is compressible into Y; 
(b) A is upper semi-continuous; 
(c) G is a KKM-relation w.r.t. A; and 
(d) for every continuous function 4 : X -+ Y there exists x0 E X such 
that 4(x0) E A(x,); and 
(e) for every x0, x, , . . . . x, E X, nG(xi)Ji=l,...,n}nA(xo)=@ 
implies G(x,) n A(x,, ) = 0 for some j; 
then there exists x’ E X such that n (G(x,) 1 i = 1, . . . . n 1 n A(x’ ) = 0. 
13. THEOREM. Let X and Y be topological spaces, Y being equipped with 
an operation of hull, let y, , . . . . y,,~ Y, let Dr Yx X, r~ Yx X. If 
(a) X is n-compressible into Y; 
(b) for every IE { 1, . . . . nf, D[hull {y;lieZ)]su {F(y,)]iEI); and 
(c) for every continuous function 4: X + Y there exists x0 E X such 
that X~E D[4(xo)l; 
then 0 {r(yi)li=,...,n} #@. 
Proof Suppose not. The family of sets A, : = X\F( y,), i = 1, . . . . n, is an 
open covering of X. Let 4: X -+ Y be a continuous function associated with 
this covering and elements y, , . . . . y,, as in the definition of compressibility. 
Let .xoe X be such that X~E D(#(x,)). 
By the definition of 4 we have 
thus, 
xo~DC~(xo)l~DChull(yiI~o~~(yi)jl 
G IJ I~(Y,)l.~o4nn c LJ m-3 
this is an obvious contradiction. 1 
Ixomai)) 
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Interesting special cases of the Theorems 10 and 13 are obtained for 
instance, in the case where the operations of hull are generated by con- 
tinuous connecting functions. Then it suflices to replace the assumptions 
IO(d) or 13(c), respectively, by the assumptions imposed on A’ and Q, in 
Theorem 7. 
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